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Presented as a series of questions.



When should libraries collaborate?



Where should or budgets/talent/time be spent in 
relation to digital content?



Are there opportunities in working together?



What are the barriers?



Are the barriers the same between preservation 
and access?



What would an ideal collaboration look like for 
us?

(who is us?)



Now a few thoughts that aren’t questions.



We all have digital content to manage



Some of this management we’ve offloaded on 
vendors



Some of this management we do 
in-house for “local content”



Why is that?



Cost, types of access, license agreements 
aggregators broker…



Often, local content is managed in an ad-hoc 
fashion



Access to locally collected/digitized content is 
typically the goal.



As it should be…



Our access systems for digital content are 
numerous and varied



(We all know this,  so I’ll leave that discussion for 
another day.)



Many access systems are designed around 
“Web deliverable formats”



Instead of putting that big tiff online you put a 
jpeg, possibly many jpegs or a jpeg2000 image 

online instead.



What happens to the “master content”?
The big tiffs? The big audio and video files?



Often this content is moved to networked 
storage, written to tape, or placed on external 

hard-drives.



Ask yourself,  where are your digital masters?



Are they part of your “business network”
Daily backups, just like everyone's “home 

directories”



Typically this is costly and at some point the 
solution is to move it to another type of storage



But storage really isn’t the problem…



Most of the time,  once content is loaded into 
access systems, it is organized for long term 

storage based on the project.



Two projects,  exactly the same can, and usually 
are, stored in a slightly different manner. 



This goes fine for years,  until the time you 
decide to do any of the following.



Chang delivery technology/formats
Decide you want to switch access systems

Decide to reprocess anything in an automated 
way.



Suddenly you are stuck in ad-hoc land.
(a horrible place to be)



Are there any answers to this?



I think so…



What if we collaborated on a set of repository 
services for curating our digital objects?



Let’s assume for now we all have ways of 
providing access to this content individually



Back to some questions.



Would collaborative infrastructure provide costs 
savings?



Would collaborative workflows for packaging and 
ingesting content allow us to scale our systems as 

our local need increases?



What would the organizational model look like 
for this?



How would we make this a sustainable venture?



What is the balance between lowering the bar 
for entry and providing long-term services for 

content?



Could we even agree on a model for digital 
objects?



Really just food for thought,  no real answers 
here just more and more questions.



Now it is time for you to ask questions.
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